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gram must be approved by his dean and adviser; and every-reason
program will be approved. A student whose program departs marke
from the Guidelines will be obliged to persuade the Residential Coll',
Dean and faculty progranl adviser that it will still achieve for the stude
its own way the goals of a liberal education.

es or the humanities--~ithout being certain of the partie-
or program they intend to major in. Still others will be
.ded. Past experience shows thar srudenrs who arrive with 0 C ::r C
up often change them after a year or two. Even students i ~B g_
of their choices should keep open the possibility of a ~ ~ 8 -.
g courses during the first two years, students should have ~ ~ ~ ~

y the application of the Guidelines described above, but. ~ g. §.: ~
[ a preliminary exploration of the subjects to which they g- ~. •..

() 0 ~...~in order to become aware of their own tastes, talents, and o p ,

R?:;;' ~~.
n t1Q t:: 0

of the Guidelines, the student should make the final choices §. g ~ ~;
progranl, but once again, a few general principles may help ~ ft .g. o'

g.,?-. ~ a_
. es. su tJ Jl) o :
the humanities and social sciences, there. is some progression ~ f!;. 6.. :::--

r to advanced courses. It is possible to begin a major in, for §. ~- ~ !
'511, psychology, or history at the end of the Sophomore year, S· E- §:.g
are few prerequisites, and students may satisfy them in either §. ~. ~ 5.
or Sophomore year, or even, in some cases, on the basis of g.g ~ g..

secondary school. g ';; ~;:,-
other fields of study, such as the natural sciences and such ::;. S; c:::'~
.gn languages and literatures, a sequence of courses must be ~~ ff ~.~
logical order from the Freshman to the Senior year, In order g- ~ a 1f
of these fields, the student must lay the groundwork in rile ~ g. ~. ~

. If the initial courses are missed in the Freshman year, it may :; t ~.
egin a major in these subjects in the Sophomore year. The ~. ~ ;:;;
es are prerequisites for me Sophomore courses, and so on. 3 9 ~
therefore, to attain me maximum range and freedom of --<:" :::...
upperclass years, each student should think seriously about ir' 0 t:::i
oices of amajor before arriving at college. A student who ;;, SO S;
te interest in majoring in a science should be sure to include ~ ~ ()

the Freshman year a course in mathematics and probably two 8.. g !§
rural sciences, one of these preferably in chemistry. R ~ y
what major a student selects, the knowledge of a foreign ::-::.. ~
ed in the Distributional Requirements for the Bachelor's ~ ~ §.'

to be useful in his studies. Students who cannot comfort- ~ ~ 'e.
n language would be well advised to take during Freshman it ~~. 8 V) 0

ear courses that will enable them to do so. Anyone who .. ~ ~
uate study should keep in mind that the requirements for ~ . .f\ ~.
usually include a reading Knowledge of two foreign Ian- P- Z ~. ~~~nly French, German, or RUSSian. "~ ~ (3

e courses open to Freshmen will continue work they began ~::r: g-
fth . c '" ohool. Students will probably want to choose some 0 eir p ~ &.

es in areas in which they have already acquired some famil- ~ ~ 0'
rest, but for the sake of intellectual stimulation and to avoid 5" >i ::.
limited in their range of future choices, they should also elect ~. ~ .~
in fields that are wholly new to memo !~~g

~ ~ g
(3 b ~
? . ~

;:!-:r

MAJOR PROGRAMS

Students seeking the B.S. or the B.A. degree with a major in science
expected to elect their majors at the beginning of Sophomore year, altha
a major in science may still be elected later if me student has completed:
courses required to enter it. Sophomores interested in majoring in sci
should have their schedules approved by me Director of Undergrad •.
Studies or adviser designated by me department in which they wish:
major. Students seeking me B.A. degree with a major in a field other th :
science are expected to elect their major at me beginning of Iunior y~
The schedules forSophomore year of these students must besigned Ii
Sophomore adviser, chosen by the student, with whom the program
been discussed. .

All candidates for a bachelor's degree in Yale College must elect one;
the major programs listed on page 28. The requirements for a major .~
described in general terms in the sections below, and in more detail at
beginning of me course descriptions of each department or program
CHAPTERIII. In every case students plan their schedule of courses in
major subjects or fields in consultation with a representative of the dep ,.
ment or program concerned, and must secure me consultant's wri.
approval. Students should acquaint themselves fully with all me req .
ments of the major they plan to enter, considering nor only the imme ..
choice of courses but also the plan of their entire work in the last twQ:
three years in college. . f

SELECTION OFA MAJOR

In designing a program of study, the student ought to plan for dep ..
concentration as well as breadth of scope. To study a subject in depth "
be one of the most rewarding and liberating experiences a person can se t
and can form the basis of me interests and' occupations of a lifer' ,=
Although no one should specialize to me neglect of distribution.iknos
edge advances by specialization, and one can gain some of the excitem;
of discovery by pressing toward the outer limits of human knowledge 'h

particular field. Intense study of a seemingly narrow area of investigatii
will often disclose ramifications and connections that alter perspectivesj
every other subject. Such study also sharpens a person's judgment :
acquaints him with processes by which new truths can be found. .

In order to expose themselves to this kind of experience, students m;
choose a field of study that will be their major field, that is, the subjectr
which they will work more intensively man they do in any other. A listc'
possible majors in Yale College from which such a choice is to be mad~
given below on page 28. Specific requirements for each major are establish,~
by the department or program concerned and are explained in CHAPT'
Ill.

Some students will. have made a tentative choice of a major bet"q
entering college, Others will have settled on a general area-for exam~

THE MAJOR (B.A. ORB.S.)

consists of a number of courses in me same area. A major
ly includes twelve term courses taken for the most part in
ior years. Majors are offered by departments or by intcrde- .
. terdisciplinary pr?grams. In many departments and pro-

. Yale College ProgrMn! ofStttdy 1984-85 Yale College Programs of Study [984-85
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LECTURER
Frank Ryan

Mathematics 271

«Comparative Literature mb/*English 302b(26453),JOYCEANDMANN;
JamesSnead.

MW1.30-2.45 Not CRiF I(0)
A comparison of the major works of Joyce and Mann in Ii

implications for the development of the twentieth-century novel, wi
emphasis on Ulyssesand The Magic Mountain. Alternate reading of
two writers with focus on the transformation of mythic and
sources; medievalism; typical rhetorical figures and modes; anti-tr
critical reception. Reading knowledge afGerman required for Campar.
ture majors, recommended for others. Texts available in translation.

HENRY LUCE COURSE, 1984-85

*ComparativeLiterature 316a1*English184a(26416),RENAISSANCEL
POETRY. Thomas Greene.

MW2.30-3.45 Nor on/r 1(0)
Readings in Petrarch, Ronsard, Du Bellay, Wyatt, Shakesp

and Donne, with special attention to the relationship between I
and selfhood, aswell asthe relationship between inherited traditions
ity, Prerequisite: reading knowledge of French.

tive Literature 49Ia or b (26491),SENIORESSAY.
tCRIF 1(0)

dependent writing and research project required of all Comparative "
majors. A prospectus signed by the student's adviser must be submit-:=: ~ of ~

e office of the Director of Undergraduate Studies by the end of the1l- 0: 8 ~
eek of the term in which the essayis to bewritten, A rough draft musa .;;: B "'
irted to the adviser and to the Director of Undergraduate Studies~ ~ 3. ..,.,
ately one month before the final draft is due. Essaysare normally 25t0ti- ~. 1:'.. ~

long. ~ 2> s' t:;
o ::> is: "
~~.~' ~
8.(1~~~ ~

~J'~~.eSeminarr84a1*History 390a(65202),THE ORIGINSOFTHE .' ::> '" 0
HES'SABBAT.Carlo Ginzburg. J;l 11> '" ~.

, ::t' P- 8--1.30-3-20 II(0) t;. g-.~!> (1;

. ation of the emergence of the notion of witches' sabbat in late§. ~ g. 8
Europe. Focus on learned stereotypes (lay and clerical) as well as on§( 0;. ~.~
culture (myths and rituals). Readings from demonological treatiseS?' 8 ~ d
Sprenger and Institor, de Lancre, and others), Inquisitorial trials~:;:j ~::

- and twentieth-century literature on folklore, history of religions;. g ".~
. ledge of Latin, French, German" or Italian recommended but notE?-:;::~ 0

.q ::r~'"". 1-1-,
. 0.: (1) ;:i. 8--

rther information about the Henry Luce Course, see CHAPTER1. ;;:3;3. ::'.,
ment limited to 30- Students wishing to enroll must register for roi"" (L,:;? G'

in Room 112,Whitney Humanities Center, 53WallStreet, on September ~ t:' Ii:.~.;r ~~
r~ ~ E
i3. co

.~b~~:'
~ w f~
~~ o8..00
g ~':.~::l-
CD 0 M

~:.. fT.
::;l 1-..:. (".')
b 00 ~.

'-<; ~l~ .

~~~
~ t/) 0
,~ ~~
~ J~ ::1
O-Ze.;
O'~ ()) I-tj.
'~ ~ :::
~ :=c @~
c P;) n
B ~ ~c ,....l '-<-'

:T_O R
urse offerings and the major in Mathematics reflect the many roles §.~;::i
ematics itself: as the language and tool of the sciences, as a cultural 1i ~ ~'
enon with a rich historical tradition, and as a model of abstt:"act (:1.. t:5 0
g. The Mathematics major provides a broad education in various 1~~
mathematics in a program flexible enough to accommodate many ? 0 i'i
finterest. 2.-

dB.S. degreeprograms. The B.A. degree program normally consists I0"~
rm courses in Mathematics numbered 222a or b or higher. Each '.~.,
is expected to take either Mathematics 230 or its equivalent: Math-@.:r'.1-':;;"...-...J.'"

~;\~ ,/M Yale CollegePrograms afStudy I984--85 '

*CtJmparative Literature 366b (264-66),EIGHTEENTH,ANDNINETEE
CENTURYNARRATIVEFICTION. Claudia Brodsky.

TTh I.30-2.45 Not CRiF I(0)
Close readings of English, German, French, and American narra

Analysis of the relation between the discursive and representational
of fiction in forms ranging from early epistolary and journal novels
first-person narratives, to authorial narrations and narrative realis
works by Richardson, Diderot, Goethe, Goldsmith, Lados, Kleist
Austen, Melville, Balzac, and Dickens. Reading knowledge of French
Comparative Literature majors, recommended for others, MATHEMATICS

«Comparasive Literature 368b(26468), SHORTPROSEOFTHETWENTI
CENTURY. Howard Stern.

MW3.30-4.45 1(0)
An investigation of an area delimited by several'genres, inclu

poem, feuilleton, philosophical aphorism, and essay,with emphasis
ical issuesof poetics, interpretation, and translation. Works by Kafka,
Ponge, Calvino, and others. Reading knowledge. of French, German,
required for Comparative Literature majors, recommended for others.

(See also APPLIED MATHEMATICS)

of Undergraduate Studies: Walter Feit, 210LOM_

OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMitTICS

George Mostow
Ilya Piatetski-Shapiro
David Pollard
George Seligman
Robert Szczarba
Tsuneo Tamagawa
Gregg Zuckerman

r W. GIBBS Il'1STRUCTORs
Guy David
Douglas Pickrell
Philip Scowcroft
Allen Shepard
Alexander Suciu
Simon Thomas
Paul Vojta«Comparative Literature 488aor b (26488),DIRECTEDREADINGANDlo

INDIVIDUALRESEARCH. David Marshall and staff.
Hours to be arranged with adviser Not CRfF 1(0)

Special projects set up by the student in an area of his own partie
with the help of a faculty adviser and the Director ofUndergradua
intended to enable the student to cover material not otherwise offe
department. The project must terminate with at least a term paper or
lent, and must have the approval of the Director of Undergraduat
Enrollment limited to Comparative Literature majors.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Nathan Habegger
Neil Immerman
Rudolf Schmid

*Camparative Literature 489a (26489),THE SENIORCOLLOQUIUM.
IenniferWicke and staff.

T8-1OP.M.;disc.ThIHTBA Not cn/s 1(0)
For description see Literature 489a. For Senior Comparative Literat:

only.

Yale College ProgramsofStudy [984-85
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ematics ~a or b and 250a. He is also expected to take at least ,,"
courses m each of three of the following categories: analysis' (25:'.
courses between 300 and 349); statistics and applied mathematics ('
between 241 and 260, except 250a); algebra and number theory ( , "
courses between 350 and 399); geometry and topology (courses '
400 and 449); logic and foundations (courses between 450 and
270a). All Mathematics majors are urged to take at least one
Computer Science 22Ia or b or 440a, which may be counted as ate
in appli~~ mathem~tics. In some instances permission may be
~e addiuon~l required term courses in other departments (e.g;, Co
SCle~c~ Eng~neermg and Applied Science, History of Science, H'
Medicine, Philosophy, Physics, Statistics). '

\

A candidate fur the B.S. degree must take, in addition to the
courses required for the major in Mathematics, at least two advan '
Courses in the physical sciences, to be chosen with the approval
Director of Undergraduate Studies. '

Any student interested in mathematical research as a career is
take Math~matics 230, 30Ia, 305b, 3IOa,350a,and 370b.A sample PI"
mathematics fo~ such a student might consist of these courses p
from Mathematics 430b, 435b, 270a, and 450b. Students with more
in teaching mathematics or in applications of mathematics should s
co,nsider ~athernatics 222a or b and 2soa. A program for such a
might COnsIStof Mathematics 2= or b, 24Ia, 242b, 246a or b, 25
3IOa,350a,and 270a or 450b.

The intensive major. 'Candidates for a degree with an intensive
Mathematics are,expect~d to include at least two terms of graduate
w~:>rk,or of ~wvalent independent study, in their programs,
With the material of ~e following.courses should be considered p
to graduate courses m the respectIve categories: Algebra: two co
range 350-399. Analysis: Mathematics 230, 24-6aor b, 30Ia, 30Sb,3
01netT( and Topology: Mathematics 250a, 3soa, Logic and Foundntio
emancs 270a, 450b, 4S6b. ; ,

Senm:requirement. ~ student majoring in Mathematics is require
the Senior year to give an oral presentation on some topic sel
memben: of the faculry. In 198+-8S, the department expects to p
an experimental basis, twoor three mini-seniinars which will co
not. avail~b1ein regular courses. Seniors may opt to take such a
their Senior requirement instead of giving an oral presentation. Fo
students should consult the Director of Undergraduate Studies at
offall term.

The following members of the department may be consulted by
through their Residential College affiliation:

BK, R. Schmid MC, G. Seligman
BR, R. Lee PC, G. Mostow
CC, N. Immerman SY, R. Szczarba
DC, R. Howe SM, R. Beals
TD, R. Coifinan ES, W. 'Feit
JR, T.Tamagawa TC, W. Feit

THE MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAM

Students who, by the end of their Senior year, complete the req .:
o~ the departrnen~ for ~e M.A. in Mathematics will be eligible tJ,l

this degree .at their Semor Commencement. Required are: (.1) ei

Yale College Programs ofStudy 1984-85

umbered 500 or higher, most of which must be completed with
High Pass or better; (2) a reading knowledge of mathematical

,.' in a foreign language of importance for mathematical research
" French, German; or Russian); (3) satisfactory performance on a

:":rat examination., ' '
, enprogram. is in no sense a substitute for the B.A, or B,S. program;

is designed to accommodate avery few exceptional students who,
c of accelerated or independent study, can satisfy the department as
~:command of the content of the normal undergraduate program.
;, es must submit to the Director of Undergraduate Studies, during
, of Sophomore year, a proposal which foresees this level of

t by the end of Junior year. Their status and progress will be
before they are permitted to continue in the program in Senior

two terms of graduate work are to be taken in the Junior year
courses in algebra or analysis will be the first graduate courses
e general oral examination covers a list of topics available from
r of Graduate Studies, and will be accepted in lieu of the usual

ral presentation. Details conceming the requirements for the mas-
eemay be obtained from the Director of Graduate Studies.

ed Freshmen and Sophomores may, with the permission of the in-
.take any of the courses numbered 222aor b 01' above.

taking calculus are normally placed in Mathematics ma, nza,
OrIZOa,according to their backgrounds and, in particular, to their

C.E.E.B. Achievement or Advanced Placement Tests. It is expected
absolutely required) that any Freshman applying for placement in
ced course (i.e., lI5a or higher) will have taken the Advanced
t Test. All placement is subject to appeal and review during the

are three basic calculus sequences, namely ma-nab, II2a-IIsb, and
. Each sequence consists of a semester of differential calculus
. by a semester of integral calculus. The main differences are in
. Mathematics nra-nab is intended for students with weaker
n, and the presentation will be paced to allow consolidation of
techniques', from algebra, analytic geometry, and trigonometry.
ics II2a-IIsb will presuppose these techniques, and will be most
e fur well-prepared students who need calculus-for applications.

tics noa-nzb is intended for students with a strong ·preparation
interest in mathematics, including the theoretical basis of the

theory, understanding, and problem solving will be stressed.
Mathematics I14b or lIsb a student would naturally continue to
or 222:1.or b. Mathematics nea-nrb will,prepare a student for 230,
a or b and 250a.

erial covered in Mathematics 230 is approximately that covered
"or. b, ~a or b~and 250a. However, Mathematicszjo emphasizes

tical ngor, while students taking Mathematics rzoa or b combined
,.aOr b and Mathematics 2,Soawill spend more: time on applications. ,
I: ~ho take Mathematics 230should have a ~tt()ng interest in abstract

cs.
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REQUIREMENTS OF 11IE MAlQR
Prerequisite: None ,

'NuinberofCourses: B.A.Degr:u--Iotcnnco~;B.s.D~
Distribution of Courses: B.A. D'IJr'"-l courses in 3 categories

among (a) analysis, (b) statistics andapplicd 1!1aIh,(c) algebraand n ,
(d) geometry and topology, (e) logic and f.Oundations, with course '
above;B.,S. Dpe-saDJe, and 1 advanced-level courscs in the p
with approvalofDUS ,

Specific Courses Required: Math 230 or the combination of Math
lsoa

Substitution Permitted: CornpSci 22la or b or ++oa; or courses in
depts, with permission ofDUS

Senioe RequircmCnt: Oral presentation on topic selected by the facul
~u '

Intensive Majoc: 1 courses OIl graduate level counted among the req "

l14-b,CALCULUSII. Robert Szczarba and staff.
For sections see:the Wmter Supplement' IV(69)

uation ofMarhemapcs ma. Change of variable in integrals, integra-
, polar coordinates, computation of areas and volumes. ,Rudiments
of several variables, with applications. After MMhematics ma or 1I22.

ll5a or b, CALcULUS OF FUNCI10NS OF ONE VARIABLE II.
,_ d Garland [F], Serge Lang [Sp], and staff.
~ For sections see the Failor Winter Supplement IV (69)
" . uation of Mathematics nza, The definite integral and the fundarnen-
~ of calculus. Techniques of integration. Polar coordinates. Taylor
, ysical' and geometrical applications. After MlJthematics 1l0* or 1I22, or

t;open to Freshmen with someprepm-IJtUmin calculus. One section that
: teremphasis to applications is taught by a member of the Engineering

· nea (65555),CALcuws I: THEORYAND APPLICATIONS.
Sdunid.

10·30-ll.W IV (33) ,
, ntent and prerequisites of 1163an: similar to those of nza, but the

,.: 'on is geared to students with a strong interest in abstract mathematics.
.~t"ostudents who hlJ'Pecompleted ma or b, or 1I2a.

· 117b(65556),CALcULUS II: THEORY ANDApPUCATlONS.
If Schmid.

10·3O-U.20 IV(33)
· uation of Mathematics n6a. The content is similar to that of Math-

5b differing only in terms of presentation, which emphasizes abstrac-
ell as applications. After MlJthematics ma, n23., or nea. Not open to
110h4'PCcomplaedMlJthematics 114b or 115b.

!. 120a or b, CALcULUS OF FUNCITONS OF SEVERALVARIABLES.
'.'el.et: [F], Ronald Coifinan [Sp], and staff.

For sections see the Fall or Wmter Supplement IV (69)
·c geometry in three dimensions, using vectors, Real-valued functions

, three variables, gradient and directional derivative, level curves and
:,maxima and minima. Parametrized curves in space, motion in space,
, s; applications; Multiple integrals, with applications, After MlJthe-
, or b or by permission. Two sections that give greater emphasis to

ns arc caught by members of the Engineering faculty in the fall term,
. ,spring. '

*Mathematics E.C. (65500), MATHEMATICALANALYSIS. Nathan H
3 HI'BA TC Not cRlp IV (so) ,

An introduction of some of the fundameneal ideas of modem
for a small group of Freshmen interested in the serious study of
The seminar is built around Mathematics 230, Vector Calculus
Algebra, which must be tllken concurrently. The Early Concentratio
expand thetopics covered in Mathematics 23o--the algebra offinite
vector spaces and the usual notions of calculus extended to functi
these spaces-and apply them in other areas of mathematics. Possible
areas include metric spaces, topological spaces, Hilbert spaces,
and differential equations. Candidates for enrollment should ha
preparation in mathematics, particularly in calculus, as shown by a
the Be Advanced Placement Test in Mathematics or by other
indications, Counts wwm-d the majuro

INTRODUCTORY COURSES

These courses do not count toward the requirements of a'
Mathematics.

Mathematics ma or b, CAI,cULUS1. Robert Szczarba [F],Asger
arxdstrtL '

3 HTBA For sections see the Fall or Wiitter Supplement' '
Fundamentals of calculus of functions of one variable, with,

elementary functions and analytic geometry as needed. No prior a
with calculus is assumed. This course is suitable for students with
calculus background. Notopen to studmts who htWi tim.pletedMath

PlATE AND ADVANCED COURSES

,courses count toward the requirements of a major in Mathematics.

".=,LINEAR ALGEBRA ANDMATRIx THEORY.
:,' A (6S678) MWF 1O.3O-11.20 Douglas Pickrell IV(68)

Disc. IHTBA ' '
B(65679)TTh9-IO.15 GeorgeMostow IV(68)

., Disc. I HTBA-
uction to the applications of vector spaces in algebra, analysis, and

. Matrix algebra, determinants, eigenvalues, quadratic forms, principal
.:Jinearprogramming. '

Mathematics uza, CALCULUSOF FUNCl'IONS OF ONE VAlUABLE1.
Serge Lang and staff. '

3 HTBA For sections see the Fall Supplement IV (69)
Limits, continuity. Differentiation of elementary and transcend

tions, and applications. No prior acquaintance with calculus is ass ,~
open to students who hrwe completedMMhemRtics lIO.* .

*Lastolfered in 1983-8+,

Yak Coliege Progrtmfs of Study If)84.--8S
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MathetMtics 222b, LINBARAwBBllAAND ~THBORY.
LectA (6S68I)·MWF8.3O-9.W PeterSchuitheiss IV(68)

Disc.IHTBA
LutB(6S68z)MWF9.3O-I0.2O Staff IV (68)

Disc.IHTBA
LectC(6S683)TTh9-IO.ls Geo,..geVeronis· IV(68)

Disc. I HTBA
· (Students must enroll in a discussion section assigned to their I
·The content of this course is .identical to that of Mathematics

A emphasizes applications and is taught bya member of the Engineer'

*Mathematics 230 (65693), VECfOR CALcuWS AND LINEAl\.AwEBJ.VJ
WalterFeit. .

LectMWFII.3O-12.2O IV(34)
Rec.lHTBA

A careful study of the calculus of functions of several variables,"
with linear algebra.

introduction to the theory of. functions of real variables, including
of set theory, metric spaces, and point set topology. After Mathematics

e equiPtdmt.

Richard Beals.

MathetMtics 241afStaristics 24la (972+1), PROBABILITYTHEORY..
John Hartigan. .

MWF 9.30·io.2O IV(32).
·For description see under Statistics.

. 3IOa (6S776), INTRODUcnON TO COMPLEX ANALYSIS.
Zuckerman.

""
••, ¥WI'10·30-n.2O IV(33) .
: intr~uctiO? t? .the theory and appli~ons of functions of it complex
· Differennability of complex functions. Complex integration and
¥'S theorem. Series expansions. Calculus of residues. Conformal
• .After Mathematics 230 or zsoa or the equivident.

. 3ISb/Slsb (65781), INTBRMBDIATIlCoMPLEX ANALYSIS.
Zuckerman,

¥WI'10.30-n.2O IV(B)
tinuation of Mathematics 3IOa. Topics include argument principle,

"s theon:m. H~.itz theorem, Runge's theorem, analytic continuation,
rcfiectIOn principle, Jensen's formula, infinite products, Weierstrass
: Functions of finite order, Hadamard's theorem, meromorphic fiinc-
ttag- Leffler's theorem, subharmonic functions. After Mathematics 3IOa.

Mathematics 24wlStatistics 24W (97242), THEORY OF STATI5nCS.
I. Richard Savage.

MWF 9.30-10.20 IV(32)
For description see under Statistics.

'cs320a/SWa (65786), MEAsUlI.ETHEORYAND INfEGRATION.
,hen Semmes.
T"Ih 1-2.15 IV (26)

. ction and limit theorems for measures and integrals on general
'. , product measures; LP spaces; integral representation of linear function-
"'. ytic sets. After Mathematics 30Ia or the equivRknt. .

Mathematw246a orb (65712), Oll.DINAR.YDIFFERENfIAl,~UATlO
Roger Howe [F], PrankRyan [Sp].

TTh 9-10.15 IV(21)
Numerical solution methods. Geometric and algebraic properti

e~tial equations. First-order equations, second-order equations, .
WIth constant coefficients. After MathetMtics I20a tWb or the equi

. . . ia 32sb/s2sb (65791), lNrRoDUGrION TO FUNGnoNAL ANALYSIS.
·yDavid.

; T"Ih II.3o- 12...•.5 IV (24)
" bert, normed, and Banach sp'aces; geometry of Hilbert space, Riesz-
·..r theorem; dual space; Hahn-Banach theorem; Riesz representation thee-
~,linear operators; Baire category theorem; uniform boundedness, open
, ' and closed graph theorems. After Mathmu#"il;r 3wa.

. ia 3soa (65816), AN INTRODUCTIONTO ABSTRACTAwBRlI.A.
r$uneo Tamagawa.
:~ MWF1.30-2.20 IV(36)
~; up theory. Rings, with emphasis on integral domains and polynomial
=i modules over Euclidean·domains; applications to linear .algebra. After
'. . 2223.or bor the equi"Pident. .

353b/6nb (6s8I9):REpRESBNTATIONSOF FINITE GROUPS.
Piatetski-Shapiro .:

~'MWF 1.30-2.20 IV(36)
; ic ~eory ofrepresent'Jtions andcharactersoffinite groups; orthogonality
. ,induced' representations, exceptional characters, Brauer's theorem .
. tionsto the structure of finite groups. Theorems of Burnside and Fro-'
,After MI#hmuaics 350a. .

Tide College Progrmm ofStudy 1984-85

Mathematics 250a (65716), Vscroa AN~SIS. William Massey.
MWF II.30-I2.2O IV(34) .

Calculus of functions of several variables, using vector and matt'
Implicit and inverse mappings. Transformation of coordinates. The
Green, Gauss, and Stokes. Potential theory, with physical and .
applications. After Ml#hematics 1203.,222b, or the equivalents.

Mathetmaw260b (6S726),.ANAIrtlCALMBTHODS.
MWF IO.30-n.2o IV(33)

A unified treatment of several advanced methods of applied m;
tt:te calculus of variations, partial differential equations, and Sturm- -.
eigenvalue problems. After Mathematics 1203.,22W, 2463., or the

Mathematics 270a (65736), SETTHBORY. Simon Thomas.
MWF 10.30-n.2CiIV(33) .

Algebra of sets; finite, countable, and uncountable sets. Ca:rd.iJ~
and cardinal arithmetic. Order types and ordinal numbers, The axio
.and the well-ordering theorem. After MathetMtics 120a or b or the e

*Mathematw 30Ia (65767), INTBODUcrlQNTO ANALYSIS.
TThI-Z,.1S Not ca/s ·IV(26)

Yale Cotlege'Progrtuns ofStutly 194-85
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[Mathematia 3S4-b,NUMBBR THBORY. I98f-86]

*Mathematic.s 370b (65836), FIELDS AND GALoIS THEORY.
MWF QO-2.20 IV(36) .

The theory of fields arid Galois theory, including finite fields, sol
equations by radicals, and the fundamental theorem of algebra.
matia 350a. .

.St;imee 22Ia or b (2.7347), INrRODUcnON TO CoMPl.Tl'EIl SCIBNCB.
iPerlis.

I-:U5 NotcRlFIV(2.6)
.ption see under Computer Science.

S~ces 23Sa(657.35), LINEAR.PROGRAMMINGAND ExTBNSIONS.
o,

7..30-3.+5 Not CRIF IV(7.7) .
escription see Management Sciences under Organization and Manage-*Mathematir;s +OQa (65866), INTRODUcnON TO MATHEMATICAL

MBCHANICS. Vincent Moncrief. .
TTh 1-2.15 IV(26)

Newton's equations and the Galilean group; the Euler-Lagrange
and Noether's theorem; the Kepler problem and rigid body motion;
manifolds and Hamiltonian mechanics. I.30~7..20 Not cn/s IV (36)

iption see under Computer Science.
[Mathematics 43ob, AN INTRODUcnON TO ALGBBRAICTopoLOGY. 1

*Mathematics +35b (65901), DIFFElUlNTIAL GBOMBTRY. George M
Tl'h9-IO.15 IV(7.I)

Applications of calculus to the study of the geometry of curves
in Euclidean space, intrinsic differential geometric properties of m
connections with non-Euclidean geometries and topology. After
230 or 2soa or the equivalent.

Seimee #lblS+lb (7.7567),NUMBRICALCoMPUI'ATION II.
Gropp. .
I.30-1..20 Not CRIF IV (36)
ription see under Computer Science.

Mathematics 450b (65916), INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICALLOGIC.
Simon Thomas. .

TTh 9-10.15 IV (1.1)
The propositional calculus, deduction, and semantic inrerp

'lower predicate calculus, completeness, axiomatic set theory, probl
foundations of mathematics.

year the departments of Mathematics and Statistics offer a large
of graduate courses, some of which are accessible to advanced

uates. Further information may be obtained from the respective
of Undergraduate Studies whose permission, together with that

. evant Director of Graduate Studies, is required for admission.
e most basic graduate courses are:

"jcs SOIa, MODBRN ALGBBRA.

[Mathematics 4-56b/955b,RECURSrvE FUNCTION THEORY: 1985-86]

*Mathematics +6Qa (6592.6), PHIWSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF
MATHllMATIcs. Philip Scowcroft.

l.HTEA NotCRlF IV(o)
Various philosophical positions with respect to the foundations 0

matics, including realism, constructivism, and finitism.

Mathematics 4-70a·or b (65936), INDMDUAL STUDIBS.
of Undergraduate Studies.

MeetsRP IV(o)
Individual investigationof an area of mathematics outside of those'

in regular courses, involving directed reading, discussion, and either
an examination. A written plan of study approved by the student's a
the Director of Undergraduate Studies is required. The course may no
elected for only one term.

COURSES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS THAT ARE PARTICULARLi'
RELEVANT TO THE MAJOR ,.,

TP.e following courses may, with the permission of the Dir .
Undergraduate Studies, be counted 'with Mathematics courses to'.
requirements of the major.

icsS#a, ALGEBRAICTopoWGY.

MATHEMATICS AND PHILOSOPHY

<~.'or allows students to explore those; areas where philosophy and
, tics meet, in particulai:, mathematical and philosophical logic and
",osophy of mathematics.

~rerequisitesfor the major are Mathematics rzoa or b and Philosophy
',;. total of twelve term courses in mathematics and philosophy is

. At least five of these should be in mathematics and at least five in
.:phy. Required courses include Set Theory (Mathematics 270a), and

ucrion to Mathematical Logic (Mathematics 4-sob), both of which
taken before the end of the Jumor year, although they should

J11y be taken before that year. They';Iso include:
'ther of the following:

Logical Theory II(Philosophy #ob),
) Recursive Function Theory (Mathematics 4s6b);
~ advanced philosophy course (other than Philosophy 1.04a or #ob)
. a substantive logical componerIt;
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.AssocIATE PROFESSORS

. Mahadcvan Krishnan
Akhilcsh Macwal

. l<.attpalli Sn:cnivasan

ASSISTANT PROFI;sSOaS
JuanFernandez, de 13Mora
.Marshall Long
Mitchdl Srnookc

. Mechanical Engineering 281

(3) one of the seminars designated as fulfilling the Senior req
(see below).

Requirements (I), (2), and (3) must be satisfied separately; ho ~
student may satisfy (2) and (3) by taking two designated seminars, pi
at least one of them is in Philosophy. .'

Senior requirement. Each year certain seminars offered by the Math.:
and Philosophy departments are designated as fulfilling the Senior ~.
ment of this major. Subjects covered in these seminars vary from ..
year. A student who selects one of them to satisfy requirement (3) a
be expected to give a presentation within the seminar on a topic se
consultation with the instructor. These seminars may be taken at
after a student has completed Mathematics 270a and Philosophy 2

.The seminars fulfilling the Senior requirement for 1984-85 are P .
449a, Probability, induction, and Decision Theory; Philosophy 452
metry and Physical Law; and Mathematics 460a, Philosophical Foun·
of Mathematics.

A typical program satisfying the major might consist of: .
Mathematics tzoa or b, 222a or b, 270a, 3SOa,450b, and des'

seminar;
Philosophy 1I0a, 20~, 222:1, 44Ob, and designated

presentation. .
Majors should consult WalterFeit and Ruth Marcus or R. I. G. H

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

:" Undergraduate Studies: Aris Phillips, 2.01BECTON.

" 'l' THE DEPARTMENTOF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

REQUIREMENTS OF THE MAJOR

engineering is among the most diversified of the traditional
disciplines; The mechanical engineer builds machines to extend

ical and mental capabilities arid to convert traditional and novel
rces into useful forms for man and his works.

anical engineer should bring to this enterprise a clear ~der-
f the fundamentals of mechanics and the thermal energy sciences.

these principles, the modem mechanical engineer must also be
to choose the best materials for a given application, be comfort-
amputer terminal making calculations and perf~mling interac~ive
ks and be sufficiently familiar with the chemical and electrical

which are often relevant to the total design and realization of a
ese systems typically include thermal, wind, and hydroelectric
ts; internal- and external combustion engines; aircraft, hover-

satellites; heating, air-conditioning, and refrige~tion ~stems;
ulic, magneto-hydrodynarnical, and c1ectromechanlca~ eqUlp~ent

robots). The mechanical engineer has also played an increasingly
.t role in the design ofinstrurnentation, prosthetic devices, and bio-

~:Jor medical applications. .
"mese tasks the utrnostconsideration of the modem mechanical
"is the improvement of the quality ofhuman life. He must be

aware both of the finiteness of the earth's resources and of the
at his works place on the earth and its ecosystem. .
.gram in mechanical engineering is designe~ to provide a broad
in the foundations of the disciplines mentioned above, and to
dents bothfor graduate studies in these areas and for entry into

te positions in research laoo~tories, i??ustry, or gov~mment,
ibilities for careers in engineenng, medicine, law, or business. At
e types of programs leading to a B.S. or B.A. degree u:ay be taken:
- ee program with a major in Engillee~ng Mechanlcs,.or a B.S.
rogram with a major in Engineering SCiences (Mechanical), or a
ree program with a major in EngineeriI~g Sciences (Me~anical).

e B.S.majors in both programs are advised to complete introduc-
cs and mathematics through calculus (Mathematics lIsa or b) by
their first year. .:'. . .

. at note should be made of the.optional course, Mechanical Engi-
;185b,whichprovides an opportunity for Freshmen to learn about

,': ianical Engineering program through case studies and a term
."roject. A students undergraduate engineering pr~granl u~ually
,es with one or more SRCcialProject courses (Mechanical Engineer-
. 472b) in which the student pursues a particular interest through
'. riented projects and experimental investigations. Projects may be
> by the student himself, may be performed in a team, or may be

Prerequisites: Math 120aor b, Phil 2043
Nwnber of Courses: 12term courses(withinwhich total the prerequisi .

Seniorseminarare included) . .
Distribution of Courses: At least5in eachsubject' .
SpecificCourses Required: Math 2700,450b,and Math 456iJor Philaao

:idvancedPhilcoursewith substantivelogicalcomponrot
Senior Requirement: Senior seminar .'

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
A minimum of fourteen term courses in mathematics and physics a
Sophomore level is required, with at least six in each of the two su
Senior essay on a topic appropriate for the combined major and ac
to both the Physics and the Mathematics departments is also req .
student must present an oral report on this essay to the Math
department. Majors should consult Walter Peit and Edward Hinds. -.

REQUIREMENTS OF TIlE ¥AJOR

Prerequisites: Math tzoa or b; Phys 150a,ISlb,or isoa, 181b,or woa, 20 ,
or 2S0a,251b;and Phys16sLa,x66Lb,or zosLa,~Lb .' ,;..

Number of Courses: I+ term coursesaboveSophomore level(within .•..
the prerequisitesandSenior essayarenot included)

Distribution of Courses: At least 6 in each subject, Math at-level227-
Physar level300 or above .

SpecificCourses Required: None
Senior RequirCment: Senioressayon topic acceptableto Physksand

depts; oral report on ~y to Mathematicsdept
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Ezra Stiles, and Trumbull. At the head of each college is a resident master.
In each college a dean advises students on both academic and non-academic
matters. Associated with the master and the dean as fellows arc about fifty
members of the faculty drawn from different departments and schools of
the University, a few of whom reside in the college and others of whom
have offices there. .

Upon entrance, each freshman is assigned to one of the twelve residential
colleges. During their first year, all Freshmen are required to live on campus.
Except t(JI' those freshmen affiliated with Timothy Dwight or Silliman
Colleges, Freshmen live in a quadrangle at the center of the University
known as the Old Campus; those living on Old Campus may take a limited
number of meals in their college, and they participate fully in its life. After
Freshman year most students live on campus in their colleges, with about
ten percent of upperclassmen choosing to live off campus. Whether they
live on campus or off, undergraduates normally continue as members of the
same college throughout their undergraduate careers.

THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM

One of the distinguishing fearures of a liberal education is that is has no
single definition. Yale consequently does not prescribe any specific course
to be taken by a student, but instead urges each undergraduate to design a
program of study suited to his own particular needs and interests from the
multitude of courses available to college students in a university.

It is also true of a liberal education that it is neither too narrowly focused
nor too diffuse. As a matter of educational policy, Yale College has always
stood behind the principle of distribution in studies as strongly as it has
supported the principle of concentration. Thus Yale requires that each
student choose in the later years of college an area of concentration in one
of the major programs. or departments, while also expecting that the stu-
dent's course of study be characterized, particularly in the earlier years, by a
reasonable diversity of subject matter and approach. The faculty of Yale
College has therefore formally declared its support of the principles embod-
ied in the Distributional Guidelines (see GUIDELINES FORTHE DISTRI"
BUTIONOF STUDIESbelow). In addition, all undergraduates must fulfill the
Distributional Requirements, which constitute the only specific rules limit-
ing the selection of courses outside a student's major program.

DlSTRJBUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Distributional Requirements for the Freshman Year and fur the First Two
Years. One of the chief objectives of these Distributional Requirements is
to assure that in the first two years of their undergraduate education students
elect courses from a variety of departments and in this way become exposed
to different ideas and various ways of thinking. Many students come to Yale
with advanced preparation in one or more fields. Early in their college
careers, such qualified students ought to take advantage of any head start
t11CY may have in a subject to pursue it at a higher level than would otherwise
be possible; a college course in a familiar subject at a more advanced level
often discloses unfamiliar aspects of the subject. In addition, in disciplines
like mathematics and languages, where the maintenance and improvement
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or skills greatly depend on continuity of application, students ought not
'!ghtly to consider interrupting the progress of their srudies during their
Iirsr years of college. During these years, nevertheless, they should also
rxp!ore some subjects that they have never studied before. At the beginning
.ofSophomore year students are expected to make at least a tentative choice

:.qf rhe department or program in which they will major; science majors must
·,do so. In choosing Freshman and Sophomore courses, therefore, students
'should give attention to the prerequisites for any major in which they
'anricipate having a particular interest. But they should not close their minds
.ro other possibilities. They should use the first year to explore, and then not
hesitate to change their plans during the second year. Students who have

.selected courses wisely will have the groundwork to enter most majors when
Jht time comes to do so.
;:. For these reasons, there are two sets of Distributional Requirements that
::~llidcntsare expected to fulfill before the end of their Sophomore year: one
;}or the Freshman year and one for the first 'two years.

I. Distributional Requirements for the Freshman Year.
Freshmen may take 1W more than four course credits in a single depart-
ment, and 1W more than six course credits in a single Distrdrutional
Group (except that a student taking a course in aforeign language may
take as many as seven course credits in Group I, and a student taking a
laboratory course may take as many as seven course credits in Group IV) .
They must take at least two course credits in Group I or IIand two course
credits in Group III or IV

2. Distributional Requirement for the First Two Years.
Tn meeting the Distributional Requirements for the Bachelors Degree,
the student must take at least two course credits in each of the four
Distributional Groups by the end of the student's first four terms of
enrollment, .

'> .Distributiona; Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree. The Distributional
:lttqllircments for the Bachelor's Degree are intended to assure that by
)f;lduation all students can confidently assert mat they possess a competence
. a foreign Ianguag.c at the intermediate level and that their work, including

'II" studies In their .maJor programs, has been grounded in a sound ac-
arnrance With a variety of fields of inquiry and approaches to knowledge.
lc does not require prescribed courses inspecific subjects, but instead
courages undergraduates to design programs that best reflect their own
,~lJectual interests, that 0Pc:n the maximum range of intellectual oppor-
J)It1CS through which those mterests can be expanded, and that direct their
Jdics always to that most elusive of goals, a liberal education. Thus the
ird Distributional Requirement relates to the student's entire academic
cer,

3. Distributional Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree.
. To qualify for the bachelors degree, a student must earn atleast twelve

course credits drawn from outside the Distributional Group that includes
the major. At least two course credits must be drawn from each one of the

flmr Groups A student must also demonstrate competence in a fareign
l'l11JJuageat the intermediate level, either by passing the appropriate
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courses or by examination. * No more than six course credits in a single
Group may be employed to meet the Distributional Requirements for the
Bachelor's Degree, except that a student who takes more than four course
credits in order to attain the required level of competence in a foretgn
language may offer as many as eight course credits in Distributional
Group!.

GUIDELINES FOR TH
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For the purpose of distribution in YaleCollege, courses are classified into
four Groups according to the following general scheme: t

Group 1: language and literature, English and foreign, ancient or modern.
Group II: architecture; art; classical civilization; film; history; history of

art; history of science, history of medicine; humanities; music; philosophy;
religious studies.

Group III: anthropology; archeology; economics; linguistics; manage-
ment sciences; organizational behavior; political science; psychology;
sociology.

Group IV: astronomy; biology; chemistry; computer science; engineer-
ing; forestry and environmental srudies; geology and geophysics; mathe-
matics; molecular biophysics and biochemistry; physics; statistics.

Beginning with students entering in 1983,a srudent is required to ~em-
onstrate competence at the intermediate level 10 a foreign language either
upon entrance or before graduation, preferably by the end of Junior year.
This requirement may be met by presenting an appropriate Advanced
Placement Test score, or by passing an examination at Yale, or by passmg an

. intermediate-level course in a foreign language at Yale. The languages
offered at Yale in which a student may attain the required competence arc:
Arabic, Chinese, Czech, French, German, classical Greek, Hausa, Hebrew,
Italian, Japanese, Latin, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Span-
ish, Swahili, and Yoruba. Information about appropriate Advanced Place-
ment Test scores, relevant courses, and the nature of the examinations in
these languages is contained in Chapter III in the introductory statements
of the departments offering courses in foreign languages.

Students who possess competence in a language other than those listed
here, either because it is their native language, or because they learned It
abroad or by study at another university, or by some other means, should
consult the appropriate Director of Undergraduate Studies or their Resi-
dential College Dean to arrange. for an examination. Students who, for
physiological reasons, are not able to complete the langua~e requirement
inay petition the Conunitteeon Honors and Academic Standing for a wal~er
of the requirement. The Committee may, in individual cases and on penuon
of the students major program, partially or fully waive the requirement for
sound and weighty academic reasons.

*Students who entered YaleCollegeat my time before 1983-84 are not required,
in order to qualify for graduation, to demonstrate competencein a foreign language
at the intermediate level.

tSome courses may fall into another Distributional Group in addition to the one
indicated in this classification.The Group number of a course IS the Roman numeral
in the data lineof the course listedin CHAPTER III.
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GUIDELINES FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDIES

Although educated men and women may never agree about everything
that a liberal education should include, nearly all do agree on the proposi-
tions below, which are intended to serve the student as guides in his choice
ofstudies. The specific courses by which the student achieves his educational
goals must depend on individual interests and needs, but all students should
select courses according to a reasoned plan that embodies each of the
following Guidelines.

I. It is axiomatic that educated men and women should be able to express
themselves effectively in their own language, both in speech and in writing.
'1'0 suppose that anyone can think clearly even though he cannot write
dearly is an illusion: words are me most basic tools of thought. A person
who cannot use them skillfully will be handicapped not only in communi-
cating ideas to someone else, bur also in defining, developing, and under-
standing them himself. Students should therefore choose at least one course,
and preferably several, in which they write papers that are evaluated closely
for clarity of expression. The most obvious department in which to find
,mch courses is English; its introductory courses (English nca, nza, 115,116b,
120a or b, I21b,125,129)offer frequent opportunities for writing. In addition,
·many courses in various departments, in the sciences and social sciences as
well as in the humanities, provide special attention to prose composition.
Among these are courses which have been especially designed to emphasize
writing; they are designated "Writing Intensive" (WI) in CHA.PTERIII.

A student should also do formal course work in English literature. Using
language effectively depends to a large extent upon the scope and quality of
one's reading. A person can fully grasp the possibilities of the English
language, and experience the thought and feeling it opens up, only by a
srudyof the uses made of it by its greatest masters. By joining the study of
writing with the study of literature, a student will inevitably improve his
own writing while deriving from his reading an increased pleasure made
possible by his augmented skill. The study of literature leads to an expansion
of one's experience and personal horizons, and is a continuing source of
instruction and pleasure for the duration of one's life. Above all, reading

.widely and deeply enlarges the power of the imagination, which in one way
anomer underlies almost all intellectual endeavor.
z. Students should be able to understand, speak, read, and write a lan-

,guage other than their own, and should be acquainted with the literature of
;.that language. Such abilities increase subtlety of mind and sharpen sensitiv-
''iry to the use of one's own language. Students should know at least one
JOrcign language well enough to speak it fluently, if it is a modern language,
,Ihd to read it freely and with enjoyment. Such a skill, if preserved through
i)sc, will be an intellectual and personal asset throughout a person's entire
lifetime. Professionally it can be equally important. Most careers today are
·'Otcntially international in their range. Businessmen, lawyers, teachers,
'hysicians, writers, and artists-anyone in any profession has superior
:tv,tnrages and opportunities ifhe knows at least one foreign language, and
r~fcrably several. It is for these reasons that Yale College augments this
,uiddine with the requirement that each student demonstrate competence
I\, a foreign language at the intermediate level, preferably by the end' of
tinioryear.
,;,Using his skills in language, a student should also enter into the literature
£ a foreign language, because only through such study can a person

.~..
r

I
1
!
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experience another culture fully enough to broaden his range of feeling and
judgment. The question of which literature or literatures to study will
depend on a student's preparation and future goals. Graduate schools, for
example, commonly require a reading knowledge of at least n•...o modern
foreign languages (usually French, German, or Russian); for some fields of
graduate work, a knowledge of Latin or Greek is required as well. But a
student should also consult personal interests and tastes: a student who likes
English Romantic poetry, for example, might study French or German
Romantic poetry in the original; one 'who is interested in Spenser or Milton
might want to read Virgil in Latin.

In starting a new language in college, students should plan to take at least
two years of study or an intensive course covering that amount of material
in one year, in order to acquire fluency in speech and writing. They may
then proceed to a literature course in that language. Entering Freshmen
who have already acquired a high degree of proficiency in one foreign
language should seriously consider taking a literature course in that Ian-
guage during their Freshman year, because both skill and confidence in
languages can easily wane with a year's disuse.

3. Just as the study of a foreign language and its literature helps to
overcome geographical provincialism, so does the study of other times help
to correct temporal provincialism. An educated person needs a historical
perspective on his own times, and that can corne only from studying other
civilizations and cultures, either those from which his own culture has
developed, or those different from his own. Certainly no student ought to
leave college without having studied the history, art, music, philosophy,
religion, or literature of the ancient world or rhe MidcUeAges. Ideally, one
ought to study the. arts, artifacts, and' ideas of both the modern and the
ancient worlds, but if one. must choose between the two, it would be wise
to begin with the ancient. As for any student who may not have had a good
general course in American history in secondary school, he should obviously
take one in college.

4. Mathematics is the basic language of the natural and the social sciences,
and has become a useful tool in many of the humanities. So pervasive are
mathematical ·techniques that contemporary men and women may not
consider themselves truly educated until they have an understanding of the
fundamentals of mathematics. At a minimum students should have a profi-
ciencyin mathematics at the level of calculus. Students without this foun-
dation should probably acquire it in Mathematics rna-rtzb or nza-nsb
before proceeding further. Those wishing to open opportunities for ad-
vanced study in a variety of fields other than mathematics may need to take
appropriate advanced courses in mathematics. Since not every subject re-
quires the same kind of mathematical knowledge, the most immediately
useful course for a student's purpose may not be found in the Mathematics
department itself but rather in one or more of rhe following departments or
programs: Computer Science, Economics, Engineering and Applied Sci-
ence, Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Political Science, Psychology,
Sociology, or Statistics. These departments offer courses in the mathernati-
calor statistical methods used in their disciplines. Whatever course a student
chooses in order to broaden his mathematical knowledge, however, skill in
mathematics should be maintained, because, like language, it is likely to
dissipate if it is not used.

5. Acquiring a detailed familiarity with several natural and applied sci-
ences is a practical necessity for somestudents. For-all students, however,
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\' heing educated means developing a broad view of what science is, what it
."'··lla.,.rchicved, and what it might continue to achieve. One can be aware that
.. III Ihe last three hundred years science has come to be synonymous with
.. ::;Ii rona] in,~luiryand knowled.ge without realizing what a scientist means by

klll)Wltlg or how some scientific facts are more prone to change than
1.11 hers. Only by studying a science can one develop the critical faculties that
nltu:;ttcd cmzens need: an ability to evaluate the opinions of "experts," to

.d.~.'lJl1gtllshquackery fromresponsibJe science, and to realize which things
-Ill" known and which unknown, which are knowable and which unknow-

..•rhlc, to science. Studying a science reveals new patterns of thought. One
. G'Il le;lI:n.to appreciate both the close analysis and deductive reasoning of
.,theoreticians and the careful observations and manipulative skill of experi-
..!i"'ICIllaltsts.Only by studying a science can one share the excitement, delight,
·puzzlement, and beauty that scientists find in their work. To know science

::-1;\ III appreciate a thousand intricate coherences in nature, which are hidden
·'rolll casual observation bur which, once known, lend richness to everyday
. IiI<-. .

Students with little previous preparation will find introductory science
COtll·SCSwithout prerequisites in all of the science departments and among

-,.the Residential College Seminars. Introductory courses on other levels are
!Ivadabic for students with more background and for prospective science
l))aJors. It ISimpossible ro overemphasize the advantages of beginning the

:~llIdy of science early In _college, especially for those students with any
inclination toward scientific careers.

I•. Finally, to understand the duties and problems facing everyone as a
human bemg among other human beings, students should become familiar
with at least one of the social sciences. Like the natural sciences the social
sciences often rely heavily on mathematics, but their emphasis ison people
rather than on things. At a time when the population of the world and its
probl~l11sare increasing, the future of mankind's achievements may depend
.llgllIficantly on the insights achieved through the social sciences. An edu-

'cHed person should have some understanding of what men have learned
.md arc learning about living together. Modern Americans especially ought
10 have a knowledge of the cultures of Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin
A,menca,as well as of those ofWeste:n Europe and their own country. The
ble cur~lculum contains a WIde vanety of courses on these areas, dealing

·wlth SOCIalsystems, governments, economies, histories, and cultures.
. What a student ultimately derives from four years of study at Yale ob-

'I'I(iusly depend~ in large measure upon his careful planning of ~ program of
.srudy, In fulfilling these Guidelines, as in pursuing their other educational
goals, students should seek broadly for informed advice, from their faculty

-,udvisers and Residential CoUege Deans, and from Directors of Under grad-
: unrc Studies or ot~er faculty members in the various departments and
programs: No adviser WIll prescribe a particular set of courses, and the

••.rcsponsibilirv of shaping a program is the student's, but each student should
; make use of all the advice available in order to plan the most effective
program. It would be impossible, and surely imprudent, for a student to
;~Itcmptto m~pout at the beginning of his studies a firm schedule of courses

for the next eight terms. Yet it is important for the student to think ahead,
and always to plan with these principles in mind.

Although these Guidelines are not actual requirements (except that a)'
'•....~~t.t.:dentmust display proficiency ill a f..oreigf'.language) V'll ....Colleze pvp .•cts.: L L -:-- bU. " .•.•.•...•............•..•.b ~•...........

"rhar a student's program will reflect these principles. Every student's pro-
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C- I gram must be approved by his dean and adviser, and every reasonable
program will be approved. A student whose program departs markedly
from the Guidelines will be obliged to persuade the Residential College
Dean and faculty program adviser that it will still achieve for the student in
its own way the goals ofa liberal education.

MAJOR PROGRAMS

Students seeking the B.S. or the B.A. degree with a major in science are
expected to elect their majors at the beginning of Sophomore year, although
a major in science may still be elected later if the student has completed the
courses required to enter it. Sophomores interested in majoring in science
should have their schedules approved by the Director of Undergraduate
Studies or adviser designated by the department in which they wish to
major, Students seeking the B.A. degree with a major in a field other than a
science are expected to elect their major at the beginning of Junior year. The
schedules for Sophomore year of these students must be signed by a Soph-
omore adviser, chosen by the student, with whom the progranl .has been
discussed.

All candidates for a bachelor's degree in Yale College must elect one of
. the major programs listed on page 28. The requirements for a major are

described in general terms in the sections below, and in more detail at the
beginning of the course descriptions of each department or progran1 in
CHAPTERIII. In every case students plan their schedule of courses in their
major subjects or fields in consultation with a representative of the depart-
ment or progfan1 concerned, and must secure the consultant's written
approval. Students should acquaint themselves fully with all the require-
ments of tile major they plan to enter, considering not only the immediate
choice of courses but also the plan of their entire work in the last two or
three years in college.

SELECTION OF A MAJOR

. In designing a program of study, the student ought to plan for depth of
concentration as well as breadth of scope. To study a subject in depth can
be one of the most rewarding and liberating experiences a person can secure
and can form the basis of the interests and occupations of a lifetime.
Although no one should specialize to the neglect of distribution, knowledge
advances by specialization, and one can gain some of the excitement of
discovery by pressing toward tile outer limits of human knowledge in a
particular field. Intense study of a seemingly narrow area of investigation
will often disclose ramifications and connections that alter perspectives on
every other subject. Such study also sharpens a person's judgment and
acquaints him with processes by which new truths can be found.

In order to expose themselves to this kind of experience, students must
choose a field of study that will be their major field, that is, the subject in
which they will work more intensively than they do in any other. A list of
possible majors in Yale College from which such a choice is to be made is
given below on page 28. Specific requirements for each major are established
by the department or program concerned and are explained in CHAPTER
TTT"1..U.

Some students will have made a tentative choice of a major before
entering college. Others will have settled on a general area-for example,
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